Transport planner
Are you a true team player who enjoys to work as Transport Planner? Join us now!
General information about NewPort
NewPort is specialized in transportation of chemical liquids, food stuff and gases in tank containers.
We operate worldwide! NewPort Europe is responsible for all commercial and operational activities in
Europe, the Mediterranean and part of Africa.
The Transport Planner is responsible for the coordination of all tank, truck, rail and barge transport within
our region. You will be our main contact for our colleagues and logistic suppliers to arrange transport
from A-Z & making sure the appropriate tank containers arrive at the right place at the right time.
Main responsibilities
 Ensure the appropriate tank containers arrive at the right place at the right time in proper condition,
according to the internal and external rules and guidelines.
 Correct and complete information is available and irregularities are addressed and resolved
immediately.
 Optimize internal and external communication and relationships.
Day-to-day tasks
 Align transportation needs of internal and external customers for both loaded and empty tank
containers.
 Coordinate the tank container stock in Europe and ensure the timely availability of equipment,
maintain planning of tank availability and reduce idle time of tank containers together with our Fleet
department.
 Allocate the correct tank containers to jobs in line with the requirements of the customer and
(worldwide) restrictions and provide instructions to the depots for incoming and outgoing tanks.
 Plan and coordinate transport with suppliers within Europe in the most cost effective and efficient
way, provide instructions to suppliers and keep suppliers and colleagues up to date.
Who are wé looking for?
 To fulfill this position you need to be a team player who has great planning and organizational skills, be
accurate, stress resistant and able to act decisively.
 Work experience in a similar position, knowledge and insight of the tank container branch
 Knowledge and understanding of administrative procedures, logistics, process requirements and
relevant law-and regulations.
 Basic knowledge of geographics, IMDG, ADR and intermodal transport.
 Fluent in Dutch and English (German and French are a pré)
What does NewPort offer yóu?
 Salary, contribution in pension, holidays and commuting allowance!
 Working in an enthusiastic team in an informal working environment
 Opportunity to work on your professional and personal development
Please note that our headquarter is located in Moerdijk, a location which requires you to have your own
car. Interested? Send your resume and cover letter to careers.eur@newporttank.com

